What We Have Done Last Week :: Team

Since today is the deadline of requirements analysis report most of the week, we have deal with report. We had 5 meetings last week and also two of them are all day meeting. In our design report we first work on an outline. We examine on last year’s reports. We thought about our scope and what are the things that we must add to report. We are too careful when we are writing the report, we know all the rules that the instructor told. All the thing that we have done last week is our requirements analysis report.

What We Will Do Next Week :: Team

Since the requirements analysis report is over we will continue to deal with technical requirements of our project. We will learn more about Qunu. We are all Qunu experts now, we want to understand all the features and visualize the application in our minds. Also we will start to read about OpenFire API. This API is too important for us. May be we must write a plug-in to OpenFire. We will continue dealing with JSP also. We must examine on JSP examples.

What We Have Done Last Week :: Individuals

Arif UGUREL

I have deal with requirements analysis report whole the week. I have designed the layout of the report and also Data Flow Diagrams. Since I am the team leader, I must aware of the whole work. I worked really too hard and make suggestions and also corrections about all the parts. It was a really exhaustive week for me and also for my team members.

Bugra HASBEK

This week I gave all my effort to requirement analysis report. First I read requirement analysis report templates then I write functional requirements and draw Gantt chart with the help of my friends. Moreover I helped Ruslan with distributing questionnaires.

Ruslan ABDULLA

After having read templates for analysis report, market researching, making questionnaire to my friends I started to write the parts of requirement analysis report those that I should have done. Since this Sunday was deadline for delivering requirement analysis report I gave all my effort for this task.

Serdar SAYGILI

In this week actually our entire group member works for requirement analysis report. So I do not study hard to project implementation part. However I read some tutorials about
Jsp. I want to tell what I have done for requirement analysis report. I design a database with using Toad for Marpuch. Then I and Arif make DFD diagrams with the designed database. I only make 0, 1 level of DFD and 2 part of DFD. Then Arif has finished the last of 2nd part. I draw a "Use Case Diagram" with Buğra. I write functional requirement part with Buğra. I make an explanation for our designed database with Ruslan. Then I make a "Functional Point Estimation" for cost of Marpuch project. At the end I make a correction for our project's conclusion which has been written by Buğra.